A technique for converting fan -beam projections to parallel -beam projections for use in computed tomography is presented.
Introduction
A research and development program was begun two years ago at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) to study industrial applications of computed tomography.' -S One of the goals of this program was to perform extensive computer simulations to determine the efficacy of tomographic reconstruction with a variety of hardware configurations.
An important case is that of reconstruction from fan -beam projection data acquired from a single point source of radiation.
Two basic approaches to this problem have been proposed.
The first considers the "sorting" of rays from a set of fan -beam projections into an equivalent set of parallel projections. 4 -6 After the parallel data is formed, standard reconstruction algorithms can be applied. The second approach involves the development of a reconstruction algorithm which operates directly on fan -beam data.?
The main objection to the first approach appears to be concern over two -dimensional interpolation error. 8 Since we expect to be using densely sampled data,--i.e., many projections, each finely sampled --in our applications, this objection is abated. Moreover, the first approach appears more timely and cost effective, since it permits use of our parallel back projection reconstruction software.
In this paper we formulate the problem of fan -beam to parallel -beam conversion as a rubber sheet transformation.
This enables us to use software originally developed to register LANDSAT imagery to implement the conversion.
Such an approach is also quite flexible, since the fan angle subtended by the object need not be fixed. A noise reduction effect is induced by the interpolation step and is observable in a computer -simulated comparison of reconstructions based on genuine parallel -beam data and converted fan -beam data, both with the same simulated photon noise content.
Tomographic reconstruction from projections Figure 1 depicts in symbolic form the scanning and reconstruction process using three projections p(t,0i) for i = 1,2,3.
However, the number of projections can vary between 2 and 360 in presently known applications.
Each projection p(t,0) is essentially a line integral along a path L through the object cross section relative to an angle 0.
In fact, if fz(x,y) denotes the object absorption density at a given z -axis height, we have I(t,0) = I0(t) e p(t,0) (la) where IO and I are incident and transmitted x -ray intensities, respectively, and p(t,0) = f Lfz(t cos e -s sin 0, t sin 0 + s cos 0)ds .
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The set of projections, once obtained, are available for the reconstruction process. Several algorithms have been proposed for the reconstruction task.
It has been our experience that when more than 30 projections are available over at least 120 degrees of rotation, the filtered back projection algorithm9 performs quite satisfactorily.
It is also a comparatively simple algorithm that has been implemented in hardware in several medical systems.
For these reasons it was chosen for our initial work.
The basis of this method will now be discussed.
The case where t and 0 are both continuous will be initially considered.
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The rho filter effectively produces the phaseless derivative 1-5(t,0) of the original projection.
Using these filtered projections, the cross section fz(x,y) at a given z -axis height can be reconstructed exactly using fz(x,y) _ % p(x cos 0 + y sin e,e)de .
(4)
0 However, exact reconstruction is not possible since the number of angles e at which projections are actually collected is always discrete and finite. Also, p(t,0) is usually a sampled or digitized waveform.
Thus, for finite O denoted 0i, the reconstruction can be approximated by fz(x,y) = K L p(x cos 0i + y sin 0.,0i) . i =1 (5) It should also be noted that the mathematically exact rho filter Ivi is often modified in many applications.
The use of a low -pass filter to attenuate noise -dominated higher frequencies is often used in conjunction with the rho filter in these instances.
The reconstruction algorithm just discussed assumes that the projection data was gathered from parallel rays.
This would be the case when projections are collected using a single collimated detector. However, the use of several collimated detectors positioned on an arc defined by a fan -beam angle a yields nonparallel ray projection data.
This latter fan -beam geometry is used because it greatly accelerates the projection -gathering process and is a more efficient use of the x -ray source flux.
Thus, the fan -beam projection rays must be converted to the equivalent set of parallel projection rays before reconstruction is undertaken.
Fan -beam geometry correction
The problem of converting fan -beam data to parallel -beam data in computer -aided tomography is often referred to as the "sorting problem," since each data point collected on a fan -beam projection corresponds to some data point on a parallel -beam projection taken at a different rotation angle. Also since the data is discrete, a two -dimensional interpolation is required.
Such a conversion permits reconstruction by standard algorithms that operate on parallel -beam data. This approach has been criticized by Horn8 as not very effective since the accuracy is compromised by the interpolation step, especially in the case of noisy data.
In this paper, we consider the "sorting problem" as a simple two -dimensional rubber sheet transformation between the fan -beam and parallel -beam sinograms. Although the interpolation step is unavoidable, we find that it contributes to a noise reduction in the converted parallel -beam sinogram over a genuine parallel -beam sinogram, when the noise levels in the collected data are the same and exceed the interpolation error.
An argument for this noise reduction is presented along with a demonstration using computer -simulated data.
The geometry for fan -beam data collection is presented in Fig. 2 . Here the object is enclosed in a circle of radius R centered at the origin 0 of the x' -y' scanner coordinate system.
The fan angle of the x -ray source is a. The x -y axis is fixed in the object that rotates about O.
For each rotation angle 0', a projection h(x',e') from the point source S located at a distance D on the y' axis above 0 can be recorded.
Indeed, the value of h(x',0') is just the line integral along the ray SP.
Here x' is the intercept along the x' -axis by the ray.
Moreover, if we consider the ray SP as a ray from a parallel -beam projection, then from inspection of Fig. 2 we see the rotation angle e would be 0' -O, and the projection point would be offset a distance t from the origin.
Here is the angle between SP and the y' -axis, and t is the normal distance of SP from the origin in the fan -beam geometry.
Thus, if p(t,e), -R < t ` R, denotes parallel -beam projection data taken at a rotation angle 0, we can write for the ray SP, h(x',0') = p(t, 0' -O) (6) From 
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From Fig. 2 , we observe sin cj) = t/D, and Combining the above equations, we find that in general10
The function p(t,e) is often called a sinogram since, as a function of two variables, it can be displayed as a picture in which point objects appear as sinusoidal curves.
If we call h(x',0') the fan -beam sinogram, then the coordinate transformation of Eq. (9) x' Combining the above equations, we find that in general 10
The function p(t,0) is often called a sinogram since, as a function of two variables, it can be displayed as a picture in which point objects appear as sinusoidal curves. If we call h(x',6') the fan-beam sinogram, then the coordinate transformation of Eq. (9) /I -(t/D)*= e = -R < t < R o < e < TT (10) defines a rubber-sheet (one-to-one and continuous) transformation from the parallel-beam sinogram to the fan-beam sinogram. This transformation has the interesting property that parallel-beam projection data p(t,6) taken at a fixed rotation angle 6 depend only on fanbeam data for rotation angles 0' with However, this is not the case for fan -beam projections, since magnification is introduced.
From Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that fan -beam projections must be collected over the range -u /2 S e' 6 Tr + a/2 of rotation angles 6' in order to derive parallel -beam projections over the range 0 < 0 5 Tr of rotation angles 6, an increase by a, the angle of the fan -beam subtended by the object.
As in the reconstruction process presented earlier, it is necessary for reconstruction purposes to obtain the discretized sinogram of parallel -beam data p(ti3Oj) equally spaced in both t and 0, i.e., Unfortunately, substitution of the sample positions given by Eq. (14) into the transformation Eq. (10) produces unequally spaced values of x' and 0'. Since the fan -beam data is usually sampled in a regular manner, i.e., O' equally spaced and either x' or f equally spaced, a two -dimensional interpolation is necessary.
In general, the image (x'.., e'..) of the parallel -beam sample point (ti3O.) will lie in the interior of a rectangle with vertices located at Fan-beam sample positions, i.e., 
is just the angle subtended by the object at the point source S. have the well-known property Parallel -beam projections p(t,ir + 9) -p(-t,0)
Thus, projection data need only be collected over 180° of rotation for complete reconstruction. However, this is not the case for fan-beam projections, since magnification is introduced. From Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that fan-beam projections must be collected over the range -a/2 < 6' < TT + a/2 of rotation angles 0' in order to derive paral lei -beam projections over the range 0 < 0 < TT of rotation angles 0, an increase by a, the angle of the fan-beam subtended by the object.
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for appropriate sample indices k,£.
We use bilinear interpolation to get ) . Thus, it is reasonable to expect a small interpolation error when (x',-,0'--) lies near a vertex point and a relative larger error when (x'^.,0'^.) lies near the center of the rectangle.
We have noticed in computer simulations to follow that significant noise reduction in converting fan -beam data to parallel -beam equivalents can be achieved. A probable explanation of this observation follows.
First of all, the noise is modeled as a signal-dependent Poisson type in which the noise variance is related to the signal.
In the bilinear interpolation step, we need only consider noise values X1,...,X4 at the vertices (x'k,e'f), (x +1,e'g +1), respectively.
Since the signal at the four vertices is roughly the same magnitude, we assume the noise to be additive with zero mean and variance a2 dependent on the average signal at the vertices.
Thus, by superposition we can consider the bilinear interpolation of the noise separately from the signal in which we claim there is a noise reduction effect. The interpolated noise Y can be expressed as Y = w1X1 + w2X2 + w3X3 + w4X4 , (17) where the weights wl,...,w4 are defined previously. We further assume that noise values at the vertices are independent.
(This may not be strictly true for adjacent points on the same projection, but appears not to demolish our argument.)
In this case we find that Y has an average value of zero and has a variance, coordinates (taken separately) of the interpolation point that takes on a minimum equal to 1/4 at the center of the interpolation rectangle and assumes a value of unity at the vertex points.
Thus the interpolated noise is significantly reduced near the center of the interpolation rectangle and only slightly reduced near the vertex points.
The behavior of the noise error is the reverse of that of the interpolation error.
This leads to a balancing effect:
near the center, interpolation error is large but noise error is small while near a vertex the reverse is true.
Obviously, when the noise standard deviation is much greater than the interpolation error, the bilinear interpolation step is a significant aid to the reconstruction by redùcing noise.
Finally, it is to be noted that in using the rubber sheet approach, it is not necessary to convert the entire set of fan -beam projections before reconstruction computations begin. In the back projection algorithm, each projection makes an independent contribution to the reconstruction so that computations can be made as the data is collected.
One can easily see that we have nearly the same utility using fan -beam data. For a fixed rotation angle e, the parallel projection p(t,e) can be derived from fan -beam rays in a rotation 8 neighborhood of ± a/2 degrees. Thus, if fan -beam data is collected for rotations over the range of size a, one parallel projection can be constructed.
From this point on, each additional fan projection will yield a parallel projection.
Computer simulated comparison study
We take for an object a 24 -mm diam plutonium cylinder with an absorption density of u = 0.16 mm -1.
Within the cylinder are eight circular air voids (u = 0) ranging in diam from 0.2 mm to 2.4 mm.
The source of radiation is a 1-MeV "CO monoenergetic source. For this simple object we can calculate the exact line integral p corresponding to a ray in either the parallel -bgam or fan -beam case.
Computer-generated signal -dependent photon noise is then added to give p = p + apn where n is a white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance and apt = ep /N0 .
Here X = 2600 is the minimum number of photons required for 50% detectability of the smallest air void. 
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Finally, it is to be noted that in using the rubber sheet approach, it is not necessary to convert the entire set of fan-beam projections before reconstruction computations begin. In the back projection algorithm, each projection makes an independent contribution to the reconstruction so that computations can be made as the data is collected. One can easily see that we have nearly the same utility using fan-beam data. For a fixed rotation angle 6, the parallel projection p(t,9) can be derived from fan-beam rays in a rotation 6 neighborhood of ± a/2 degrees. Thus, if fan-beam data is collected for rotations over the range of size a, one parallel projection can be constructed. From this point on, each additional fan projection will yield a parallel projection.
Computer simulated comparison study
We take for an object a 24-mm diam plutonium cylinder with an absorption density of y = 0.16 mm~l. Within the cylinder are eight circular air voids (y = 0) ranging in diam from 0.2 mm to 2.4 mm. The source of radiation is a 1-MeV 6°CO monoenerget ic source. For this simple object we can calculate the exact line integral p corresponding to a ray in either the paral lei -beam or fan-beam case. Computer-generated signal -dependent photon noise is then added to give
where n is a white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance and
Here N (, = 2600 is the minimum number of photons required for 50% detectabil ity of the smallest air void. In the parallel beam case we take 180 evenly spaced projections over a total rotation of 180 °.
Each projection has 256 equally spaced sample points over the diameter of the cylinder.
In the fan -beam case, we choose the source distance D so that the fan angle a subtended by the cylinder is 76 °.
Since we take 256 sample points per projection, the choice of DC = 76° produces a sinogram array of 256 by 256 fan -beam data points.
The sample points of a fan -beam projection are chosen equally spaced in x' across the fan -beam angle a. Figure 3 shows a noiseless reconstruction of the plutonium cylinder.
Figures 4a and 4b show respectively the sinograms of the parallel and fan -beam sinograms.
Each contains essentially the same noise content.
The rotation angle coordinate is taken vertically in both sinograms. Figure 4c shows the converted fan to parallel -beam sinogram.
Figures 4a and 4c appear identical except for a just noticeable noise reduction in Fig. 4c . One can speculate that the perceptibility detection threshold has been reduced. ,i4A Reconstruction from parallel beam. In the parallel beam case we take 180 evenly spaced projections over a total rotation of 180°. Each projection has 256 equally spaced sample points over the diameter of the cylinder.
In the fan-beam case, we choose the source distance D so that the fan angle a subtended by the cylinder is 76°. Since we take 256 sample points per projection, the choice of DC = 76° produces a sinogram array of 256 by 256 fan-beam data points. The sample points of a fan-beam projection are chosen equally spaced in x' across the fan-beam angle a. Figure 3 shows a noiseless reconstruction of the plutonium cylinder.
Figures 4a and 4b show respectively the sinograms of the parallel and fan-beam sinograms. Each contains essentially the same noise content. The rotation angle coordinate is taken vertically in both sinograms. Figure 4c shows the converted fan to parallel-beam sinogram.
Figures 4a and 4c appear identical except for a just noticeable noise reduction in Fig. 4c .
Finally, Figs. 5a and 5b show the respective reconstructions from the noisy parallel sinogram and the converted noisy fan sinogram. As predicted, the reconstruction of Fig. 5b shows a perceived decrease In noise over Fig. 5a . One can speculate that the perceptibility detection threshold has been reduced. Quantitative results from the simulation are as follows. The RMS errors an for the parallel and fan sinograms are 0.096 and 0.091, respectively. The RMS error in the converted fan sinogram is 0.065, a reduction of approximately 2/3.
The discrepancy in the 0.096 and 0.091 RMS errors are probably due to sampling error since the fan data were collected over 2562 independent points as compared to the 180 by 256 points of the parallel data. The 2/3 reduction is reasonable, since it lies between 1/2 (all interpolated points equally weighted by interpolation rectangle vertex values) and 1 (all interpolated points fall on lattice positions so no noise reduction).
The reconstruction error oR due to photon noise is proportional to op, the sinogram RMS error. 2 This would imply a similar reduction of 2/3 in the oR of the reconstruction from a converted fan over that from parallel data. The measured oR's are 0.0066 mm -1 and 0.0035 mm -1, respectively, for the parallel and fan cases, a reduction of 0.53.
This unexpected result --to our advantage --is presently unexplained.
Summary
In support of our industrial tomographic research and development program at Los Alamos, we have developed a technique to convert fan -beam tomographic projection data into an equivalent set of parallel -beam projection data using a rubber sheet transformation.
This approach appears to be satisfactory when operating on densely sampled fan -beam data and permits reconstruction using a fast Fourier implementation of the back -projection algorithm. Indeed, large reconstructions (in sections) of 2048 by 2048 pixels are possible at LASL using appropriately sampled collections of either fan -beam or parallel -beam data.
The conversion technique also has the additional advantages of reducing noise and of being implemented with software developed for picture registration.
